MoM Activity Pass $10

1. Buy an activity pass $10 pp (children under 6 yrs no charge) and try all the activities at MoM. *Ask for a magic marker.

2. Sign our graffiti welcome wall. Leave a message

3. Ride the seesaw. Practice cooperation & collaboration. Sign the waiver first, please.

4. Try on the pregnancy vest. Wear it while you tour MoM and experience the third trimester of pregnancy

5. Share a birth story, perspective or thought. We’ll collect your perspectives and share them on social media, or in a future exhibit. Or take a video of yourself and send it to info@MOMmuseum.org

6. Hold the irons (carefully) and feel the weight of domestic labor.

7. Stay and read a book. Hang out as long as you’d like

8. Lip phone – The phone is here to remind you to call your mother or family member & leave a message. OR, you can actually call our number 877-711-6667 leave a message for a future exhibit. Or write a note to your mother. Take the note with you or leave it here with us!

9. Make a vulva, or other body part. Leave for a future exhibit or take with you!

10. Instagram and tag us w/a photo of one of your activities for a chance to win a tee shirt